
Biographical Note:
Wilma Pearl Mankiller was born November 18, 1945, in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, and became the first woman chief of a Native American tribe in modern history. She served as Deputy and Principal Chief of the Cherokee Nation, and throughout her career spoke out for the rights of Native Americans. An ardent activist and feminist, Mankiller was inducted into the Oklahoma Women's Hall of Fame (1986), the International Women's Forum Hall of Fame (1992), the National Women's Hall of Fame (1993), and has received the Distinguished Leadership Award of the Harvard Foundation. In addition, she was chosen as one of the Fifty Great Americans by Who's Who. She is the author of Mankiller: A Chief and Her People, and co-editor of The Reader's Companion to the History of Women in the United States. She passed away in 2010 at age 64 from pancreatic cancer.
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FF13  Community Development Block Grant, 1994
FF14  Community Development Correspondence, 1991-92
FF15  Community Development Correspondence, 1992-93
FF16  Community Development Correspondence, 1993-95
FF17  Community Development Correspondence, 1994
FF18  Community Loan Fund, 1987-89
FF19  Community Loan Fund, 1989
FF20  Community Loan Fund, 1990
FF21  Community Loan Fund, 1990
FF22  Community Loan Fund, 1990-94
FF24  C.D.-Marble City Surveys, 1991

**Box 37 Community Development and Housing**

FF1  Overall Tribal Development Plan, 1985-91
FF2  Native American Cultural Center Task Force, 1989
FF3  Bell Project, 1981-84
FF4 Bell Project, 1983
FF5 Bell Project, 1984-87
FF6 Briggs and Cherry Tree Project, 1983-92
FF7 Cherry Tree Project, 1981-95
FF8 Kenwood Project, 1983
FF9 Kenwood Project, 1984-88
FF10 Kellogg Fellowship Correspondence, 1989-92
FF11 National Indian Policy Center, 1991-94
FF12 Program Directors Meeting Minutes, 1986-87
FF13 Program Directors Meeting Minutes, 1987-89
FF14 Program Directors Meeting Minutes, 1989-94
FF15 Program Directors Monthly Reports, 1987-89
FF16 Program Directors Monthly Reports, 1989-93
FF17 Program Directors Weekly Schedule, 1990-94
FF18 Home Improvement Correspondence, 1985-94
FF19 Home Improvement Program, 1985-87
FF20 Home Improvement Program, 1988-93
FF21 Home Improvement Project, 1987
FF22 National Commission on American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian Housing, 1993
FF23 Housing Authority, 1993
FF24 Housing Authority, 1993
Box 38 Housing and Health

FF1 Housing Authority, 1993
FF2 Housing Authority, 1994
FF3 Housing Authority, 1994
FF4 AIDS Education Proposal, 1992-93
FF5 Alcoholism/Mental Health Programs, 1984-90
FF6 Belfonte Community Building Health Meetings, 1984-86
FF7 Burial Program, 1987-94
FF8 C.H.R. Program, 1983-95
FF9 Cherokee Health Initiative, 1993
FF10 CNO Health Services Monthly Activities Report, 1992
FF11 CNO Health Services, 1989-91
FF12 CNO Health Services, 1991-93
FF13 Clinic Correspondence, 1985-89
FF14 Clinic Correspondence, 1985-89
FF15 Clinic Correspondence, 1990-94
FF16 Clinic Correspondence, 1990-94
FF17 Community/Home Health Nursing, 1982-94
FF18 Department of Health and Human Services-Budgets, 1986-92
FF19  D.H.H.S.-Contracts and Modifications, 1985-86
FF20  D.H.H.S.-Contracts and Modifications, 1987
FF21  D.H.H.S.-Contracts and Modifications, 1988
FF22  D.H.H.S.-Contracts and Modifications, 1989
FF23  D.H.H.S.-Contracts and Modifications, 1990
FF24  D.H.H.S.-Contracts and Modifications, 1991

**Box 39 Health**

FF2  Diabetes Coalition Project, 1988-90, 1994
FF3  EMS Program, 1987-95
FF4  Health Care Services and Programs, 1990-91
FF5  Health Care Services and Programs, 1992
FF6  Health Care Services and Programs, 1993
FF7  Health Care Services and Programs, 1994
FF8  Health Care Services and Programs, 1994
FF9  Health Committee, 1989-93
FF10 Health Department-Miscellaneous, 1994
FF11 Health Department-Miscellaneous, 1995
FF12 Indian Health Services, 1991-92
FF13 Indian Health Services, 1993
FF14 Indian Health Services, 1994
FF15  Indian Health Services, 1994
FF16  Indian Health Services, 1995
FF17  Jack Brown Center-Miscellaneous, 1986-87
FF18  Jack Brown Center-Miscellaneous, 1986-87
FF19  Jack Brown Center-Miscellaneous, 1988-89
FF20  Jack Brown Center-Miscellaneous, 1990-92
FF21  Jack Brown Center-Miscellaneous, 1993-94

**Box 40 Health and Social Programs**

FF1  Cherokee United Way, 1987-89
FF2  Cherokee United Way, 1990
FF3  Executive Director of Social Programs – Correspondence, 1986-89
FF4  Executive Director of Social Programs -- Correspondence and Minutes of Meetings, 1991-94
FF5  Jay Memorial Hospital (report on the feasibility of reopening), 1990
FF6  Mankiller Clinic (Stilwell Indian Health Center), 1995
FF7  National Indian Health Board -- Meeting regarding the GP160 Vaccine, 1992
FF8  National Indian Health Board -- Miscellaneous, 1985-88
FF9  National Indian Health Board -- Miscellaneous, 1992
FF10  National Indian Health Board -- Miscellaneous, 1993
FF11  National Indian Health Board -- Publications, 1984-92
FF12  Redbird Clinic, 1995
FF13  Social Programs -- Children's Commission, 1988-94
FF14 Social Programs -- Cherokee Literacy/ Promotion of Bilingualism, 1992-95
FF15 Social Programs -- Cherokee Nation Elderly Program, 1989-92
FF16 Social Programs -- Elderly Program, 1993-95
FF17 Social Programs -- Family Services, 1990
FF18 Social Programs -- Family Services, 1991-95
FF19 Social Programs -- Food Distribution Programs (various), 1993-95
FF20 Social Programs -- Foster Care (misc.), 1991-94
FF21 Social Programs -- Geriatric Center Task Force, 1987-90
FF22 Social Programs -- Indian Child Welfare, 1986-87
FF24 Social Programs -- Indian Child Welfare, 1990
FF26 Social Programs -- Indian Child Welfare, 1993
FF27 Social Programs -- Indian Child Welfare, 1994
FF28 Social Programs -- Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program, 1985-84

Box 41 Social Programs, Health, Book Drafts and Correspondence, and Miscellaneous

FF1 Social Programs -- LPN School, 1984-87
FF2 Social Programs -- Monthly Reports, 1995
FF3 Social Programs -- National Association for Native American Children of Alcoholics, 1994
FF4 Tribal Employment Rights Office (TERO), 1988-95
FF5  Social Programs -- WIC Correspondence, 1985-93
FF6  Social Programs -- WIC Correspondence, 1994-95
FF7  Social Programs -- WIC financial Correspondence, 1985-88
FF8  Social Programs -- WIC financial Correspondence, 1989-95
FF9  Stilwell Dental Clinic, 1990-92
FF10 Women's Health Initiative, 1992
FF11 Correspondence on autobiography and notes on manuscript, 1992-93
FF12 Correspondence with Michael Wallis and Rowena Mills regarding autobiography, 1993
FF13 Correspondence on book (requests for autographs, quotes for other books, etc.), 1993-95
FF14 Earlier draft of book, chapters 1-6, 1993
FF15 Earlier draft of book, chapters 7-10, 1993
FF16 Earlier draft of book, chapters 11-Postscript, 1993
FF17 Draft of book, chapters 1-6, 1993
FF18 Draft of book, chapters 7-12, 1993
FF19 Draft of book, chapter 13, bibliography, chronology, 1993
FF20 Reader's Companion to U. S. Women's History, Correspondence, lists of authors and subjects, 1993-94
FF21 Women's History -- Drafts of articles (authors Bunch - Langer), 1993-94
FF22 Women's History -- Drafts of articles (authors Makarushka - Zhou), 1993-94
FF23 Ms. Foundation for Women correspondence and misc., 1989-90
FF24 Ms. Foundation for Women Correspondence, 1991-93
Box 42 Cherokee National Historical Society Correspondence, Mankiller Genealogical Records, Misc. Historical Information

FF1  Cherokee National Historical Society, 1-90 - 6-90

FF2  CNHS, 7-90 - 12-90

FF3  CNHS, 1-91 - 5-91

FF4  CNHS, 6-91 - 12-91

FF5  CNHS, 1-92 - 6-92

FF6  CNHS, 6-92 - 12-92

FF7  CNHS, 1-93 - 4-93

FF8  CNHS, 5-93 - 9-93

FF9  CNHS, 10-93 - 12-93

FF10 CNHS, 1-94 - 3-94

FF11 CNHS, 4-94 - 6-94

FF12 CNHS, 7-94 - 8-94

FF13 CNHS, 9-94 - 12-94

FF14 CNHS, 1995

FF15 CNHS -- By-laws, Articles of Incorporation, etc.6 19, 1964, 1974, 1984

FF16 Cabin Creek Battlefield, 1991-92

FF17 Five Civilized Tribes Museum Misc., 1994-95

FF18 Lecture: Reid Peyton Chambers on Oklahoma Indian Law, 1988

FF19 Mankiller Genealogical Information

FF20 Mankiller Genealogical Information
FF21  Misc. Cherokee Historical Material, 1985-89

FF22  19th Century Writings on Cherokees -- Mooney, etc.

FF23  Theses by Frost and Meredith; outline of; The Real People by Conley, 1989, 1991

Box 43 The Arts -- IAIANCAD, Mankiller Autobiography, Articles about/by Mankiller, Writings of Various Authors


FF2  IAIANCAD: Resolutions, Annual Reports Agreements, Etc., 1991-93

FF3  IAIANCAD: Resolutions, 1991-94

FF4  IAIANCAD: Resolutions. Institute of American Indian Arts Foundation: Articles of Incorporation, etc., 1994


FF7  Interviews for autobiography: Wallis/Soap (and related correspondence), Jan. - Feb. 1992

FF8  Mankiller Autobiography: Final Draft, chapters 1-7, June 1993

FF9  Mankiller Autobiography: Final Draft, chapters 8 – postscript, June 1993

FF10  Published Articles by Mankiller, (and related correspondence), 1985-88

FF11  Articles on Mankiller, 1991-94

FF12  Correspondence with Marilou Awiakta on Selu, 1993

FF13  Screenplay: "Park Hill" by Gary Beard and Bill Dye, 1990

FF14  Articles about/by Ward Churchill and resume, 1980s - 1994

FF15  Book: Woman, Church and State by Matilda Gage

FF16  Book: Bows and Arrows (draft) by Al Herrin, 1988
FF17    Book: *The Crystal Prism* (manuscript) by Todd Ikard, 1994

FF18    Book: *The Crystal Prism* (second half)

FF19    Teleplay: "The Road to Galveston" by Tony Lee, 1995

FF20    Screenplay: "A Good Kill" by Marlene Meyer, 1992

FF21    Book: *Cherokee Women: Gender and Culture Change* (manuscript) by Theda Perdue, 1996

FF22    Writings by and about Alice Walker, 1996

FF23    Indian Poetry Collections, 1980s

**Box 44 Environmental Issues and Programs**

FF1    Arkansas Riverbed Authority, Jan. - Aug. 1993

FF2    Arkansas Riverbed Authority, Sept. 1993

FF3    Arkansas Riverbed Authority, Oct. - Dec. 1993

FF4    Arkansas Riverbed Authority, Jan. - Apr. 1994

FF5    Arkansas Riverbed Authority, Apr. - Dec. 1994

FF6    Community Development: Sanitation Facilities, 1986-94


FF8    Community Development: Misc. Water and Sewer Facilities, 1987-90

FF9    Delaware County Solid Waste, 1986-88, 1994

FF10   Environmental Services, 1988-89, 1991-92

FF11   Environmental Services, 1992-93

FF12   Environmental Services, 1993-94
FF13 Henderson Cave Spring Project, 1983-87
FF14 Inter-Tribal Environmental Council of Oklahoma, 1992
FF15 Inter-Tribal Environmental Council of Oklahoma, 1992
FF16 Misc. Environmental Issues and Projects, 1984-87
FF20 Misc. Environmental Issues, 1995
FF21 Native Americans for a Clean Environment, 1986-90
FF22 Native Americans for a Clean Environment, 1991-92
FF23 Native Americans for a Clean Environment, 1993-95

Box 45 Environmental Issues, Cherokee Holiday, Arts and Crafts, Women's Issues, and Misc.

FF1 Government Correspondence on the Environment, 1994
FF2 National Tribal Environmental Council, 1993-95
FF4 Sequoyah Fuels Study, 1985-95
FF5 Solid Waste Research Institute of Northeast Oklahoma, 1988-94
FF6 Tri-County Landfill, 1981-84
FF7 Tri-County Landfill, 1985-90
FF8 Cherokee Holiday (Pageant, parade, etc.), 1986-88, 1991-92
FF9 Cherokee Holiday (Pageant, parade, etc.), 1993-94
FF10 Tahlequah and Sallisaw Gift Shops, 1986-94
FF11 Arts and Crafts Marketing, 1990-93
FF12 Women's Issues: Misc. information, 1987-92
FF13 Women's Issues, 1988-96
FF14 Women's Issues: Misc. Correspondence, etc., 1989-94
FF15 Women's Symposium: Correspondence, etc., 1988-89
FF16 Cherokee Nation Housing Authority: Annual Report, 1994
FF17 Nita Cochran's appointment book, 1994
FF18 Misc. Office Communications, 1988, 94-96
FF19 Government Correspondence and Report, 1984, 94-96
FF20 Correspondence on Federal Grants, 1989-90
FF21 General Correspondence, 1991
FF22 General Correspondence, 1991-93
FF23 Mankiller-Ketcher Campaign Material, 1987
FF24 Miscellaneous, 1988-96
FF25 Misc. Writings on Indians
FF26 Native Americans and Higher Education, 1995-96
FF27 Office Space, 1987-95
FF28 Organizational Structure -- Cherokee Nation, 1994
FF30 White Bison Correspondence, 1994
Sound Recordings Collection
Wilma Mankiller:

Fresh Air with Terry Gross, Susan Faludi (1993), 1437

Gentle Healing, Sunray Meditation Society (1986), 1438

Typic Music from West-Germany, songs from peace, hope, tears and love for the people in all the world, people of all nations, etc., 1439

Oklahoma-Native America, words & music by Barbara A. Derby (4/1992), 1440

"Wagon Master," all gospel, Olen Tackitt, Viola, AR, 1441

"So Long My Noble Redman" by Jessie Nighthawk, 1442

"Crazy Horse Memorial Song, Outlaw Josie Wales, Rise For Our Freedom," Atlantis Records (1991), 1443

Fresh Air with Terry Gross, Gloria Steinem (1993), 1444

To The Chief, 1445

"Fresh Air - Interview Highlights" with Terry Gross, 1446

Delaware Meeting, CN-WPM, Wilcoxen, Delaware-Ketchum, BIA-Parker, Springwater, Bacon (10-23-1986), 1447